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We report on the phase behavior of a binary charged sphere mixture of size ratio �=0.68 and charge ratio
��1 as a function of composition p and number density n. For p=0.1–0.3 we observe freezing at densities
well below the freezing densities of the pure components. At all compositions our data indicate the formation
of substitutional alloy crystals of body centered cubic structure. No indications for compound formation were
observed. Rather, our findings point at the first observation of an upper azeotrope. Measurements of the
crystallization kinetics reveal a combined density and composition dependence of growth velocities and nucle-
ation rate densities, with small but significant anomalies at p�=0.2. These correlated deviations can be ratio-
nalized within classical theories of solidification and suggest an increased similarity between melt and solid for
this particular composition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phase behavior of colloidal spheres in general and the
formation of colloidal crystals in particular has been studied
extensively for several decades. Investigations include hard
spheres, charged spheres and entropically attractive systems
�1–3� and are guided by valuable instrumental �4–6� and
theoretical �7,8� developments. While much is already
known about one-component crystals formed for different
interaction types and strengths, binary colloidal crystals have
been investigated mainly in hard sphere or near hard sphere
systems. Their first observations of colloidal compound crys-
tals were made in natural gem opals �9,10�. Shortly after first
observations in sedimented synthetic bead systems followed
�11�. Chaikin and co-workers presented first systematic stud-
ies on the elasticity and diffusivity in substitutional alloys
formed under de-ionized conditions from charged spheres
�12�. The first phase diagrams were obtained for hard
spheres, showing compound formation and large regions of
amorphous solids �13–18�. Very similar in their phase dia-
gram are charged spheres at large number densities, where
the repulsive Coulomb interaction is strongly screened by the
sphere counterions �11�. Recent work shows that compound
formation and vitrification also dominate the phase behavior
in the nanocolloidal domain �19�. Early theoretical treatment
assumed immiscible spheres, leading to the formation of a
eutectic phase diagram �20�. However, both cell model cal-
culations and simulations evidenced finite miscibility and
therefore dominance of compound formation of AB for �
�0.45, and AB2 and AB13 type for ��0.62 �21–24�. Here
the size ratio �=aS /aL is defined in terms of the radii of the
small �S� and large �L� component. Up to ��0.8, eutectic
behavior under formation of A and B crystals with small
dissolved amounts of the other component is expected. For
still larger values of � formation of substitutional crystals
with either lower azeotrope or spindle type phase diagrams is
anticipated �25�. The formation of amorphous solids is either

attributed to the closeness of freezing and glass transition or
the influence of polydispersity �26�. Also kinetic aspects may
play a decisive role. While colloidal crystallization in one
component systems in general is found to follow the classical
nucleation theory �5,27�, the formation of crystal nuclei from
their binary melts shows a strong dependence on the type of
phase diagram present and may influence the phase selection
�25�.

By contrast to hard spheres, charge spheres at moderate to
low screening show much less pronounced compound forma-
tion. Already early work had shown that either at large size
ratio substitutional crystals prevail �12,28�, or at small size
ratio the system phase separates �29,30�. Observation of
compounds seems to be aided by sedimentational compres-
sion �31� and restricted to densities well above the freezing
density nF�p� �32,33�, where the composition p=nS / �nS
+nL� is defined in terms of the number densities n of pure
components. The types of phase diagrams observable range
from spindle to lower azeotrope �both with formation of sub-
stitutional alloys in the solid phase� to eutectics �with or
without mutual solubility of the two coexisting crystal
phases� �34,35�. At elevated salt concentrations and/or suffi-
ciently large polydispersity again extended amorphous re-
gions are observed in the phase diagrams of the latter two
types �34�. The first extended studies, covering a somewhat
broader range of size ratios and compositions and combining
determination of phase transition points with measurements
of other properties were presented by �36�. A set of detailed
studies combining investigations of elasticity, diffusivity,
conductivity, and crystallization kinetics is available for sub-
stitutional alloys �37–39� presenting spindle type phase dia-
grams �40�. Very recently we have given a review on the
types of phase diagrams obtainable in exhaustively de-
ionized mixtures of different size and charge ratios as a func-
tion of number density and composition �41�.

All mixtures investigated so far �including both hard and
charged spheres� showed a suppression of crystal stability,
i.e., the melting line is shifted toward larger number densities
nM�p� for compositions 0� p�1. In the present paper we
investigate a mixture, where the size ratio �=0.68 is signifi-
cantly smaller than the effective charge ratio ��1. Interest-*Corresponding author
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ingly, we find a narrow composition range p�=0.1–0.3 of
pronouncedly enhanced crystal stability. The melting density
nM�p�� is even below the melting density of the pure com-
ponents. In principle, this may be caused both by compound
formation or by the occurrence of an upper aceotrope �42�.
We therefore performed further systematic and very sensitive
measurements of the system structure, the elasticity the con-
ductivity and the kinetics of crystal nucleation and growth.
We observe small but significant deviations from the behav-
ior expected for substitutional crystals formed in a spindle
type phase diagram. Their smallness excludes the formation
of a compound. They are, however, correlated with the spe-
cific phase diagram shape observed. In combination with the
latter our data on the other system properties provide indirect
evidence of an enhanced miscibility of the particles in crys-
talline phase, but also seems to suggest a prestructuring of
the melt.

In the following we shall first shortly introduce the em-
ployed system and its preparation and recall the most impor-
tant features of the different experimental techniques. We
then shall present the data collected in the different system-
atic experiments. We continue with their interpretation and a
discussion of their interrelation. We conclude with a more
general interpretation of our observation in view of previ-
ously obtained phase diagram types.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Samples and sample conditioning

Colloidal crystals were prepared from aqueous suspen-
sions of two species of charged colloidal spheres. PS100B
are commercially available, carboxyl-modified polystyrene
latex spheres �Bangs-Laboratories, Fishers, USA; Lot No.
3067�, PnBAPS68 are poly-n-butylacrylamid-polystyrene co-
polymer spheres, stabilized by sulfate groups �BASF AG,
Ludwigshafen, Germany, Laboratory Code 2168/7387�. In an
aqueous environment the particles charged up negatively due
to the dissociation of the end groups following either the
reaction: −COOH→−COO−+H+ in case of carboxyl end
groups or −SO4H→−SO4

−+H+ in case of sulfate end groups.
The absolute number of carboxyl, respectively, sulfate
groups N was determined via conductometric titration with
sodium hydroxide �NaOH�. Both species were carefully
characterized as de-ionized single component suspensions. A
compilation of results is given in Table I. The size ratio of

the binary mixture is �=0.68. The table lists two effective
charges. The interested reader may find a discussion of the
interesting physics underlying these two quantities in
�43,44�, of their theoretical modeling in �45–48�, and of ex-
perimental observations in �49–51�. In short, the conductivity
effective charge relates to the concentration of counterions
and is here used to control the state of conditioning. The
elasticity effective charge relates to the derivatives of the
interaction potential at the nearest-neighbor distance. It thus
depends on the interaction strength and range and governs
the phase behavior �52�. For our mixtures the corresponding
effective charge ratio is ��1. Furthermore we refer the in-
terested reader to electrophoretic mobility data in one of our
previous publications �53�.

Still, due to the larger particle size PS100B crystallizes at
slightly lower number density than PnBAPS68. The crystal-
lization of PnBAPS68 and PS100B can be investigated in a
particle number density range �volume fraction range� of n
=6.1–65 �m−3 ��=0.001–0.011� and n=3.8–55 �m−3

��=0.002–0.029�, respectively. Corresponding lattice con-
stants can be determined within the range between g
=314–689 nm for the PnBAPS68 and in the range g
=331–806 nm for the PS100B system. The lower bound is
determined by the freezing point of the individual particle
species and the upper bound is due to the increasing turbidity
of the samples and the onset of multiple scattering events.
These ranges do overlap over a wide concentration range, so
that mixtures of the two species can be investigated within
the overlapping region. Note, that both species show a nar-
row coexistence region.

Pure component samples and mixtures were prepared
from precleaned stock suspensions of known volume frac-
tions around 0.1. These were mixed according to the desired
composition p= p68=n68 / �n68+n100� and filled into a peristal-
tically driven closed conditioning circuit. Technical details of
this continuous conditioning method as well as the charac-
terization of its performance are given elsewhere �38�. In
short, the Teflon®-tubings of the circuit connect an ion ex-
change chamber, a reservoir under an inert Ar atmosphere �to
add milli-q-grade water for dilution�, and a set of different
measurement cells: for static light scattering cylindrical cells
of 10 mm diameter, for reflection spectroscopy rectangular
cells of 10�10 mm2 while for microscopy flat rectangular
cells of 10�2 mm2 cross section were used. All cell types
are made of quartz glass. Hence, different experiments can
be performed in parallel at identical conditions without the

TABLE I. Particle and suspension properties of the two employed species of de-ionized charged sphere
suspensions: 2a: nominal diameter according to dynamic light scattering �DLS� measurements, N: titrated
negatively charged surface group number; Zef f ,�: effective charges from conductivity; Zef f ,G: effective
charges from elasticity; nF and nM: freezing and melting densities of the pure components as observed using
the continuous conditioning technique.

Sample Source 2a �nm� N Zef f ,� Zef f ,G

nF

��m−3�
nM

��m−3�

PnBAPS68 BASF 68�DLS� 1435 450	16 331	3 6.1	0.2 6.2	0.2

PS100B BangsLab. 100�DLS� 49900 530	38 327	10 3.8	0.5 4.5	0.2

Ratio 0.68 0.03 0.84 1.01
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need to transfer the fragile sample from one setup to another.
Static light scattering was used to control the adjusted num-
ber density, while conductivity was used to determine the
composition of de-ionized mixtures at known n.

B. Number density control

Static light scattering measures the intensity of scattered
light I�q� as a function of scattering vector q of magnitude
q= �4
� /��sin� /2�, where � is the refractive index of the
suspension, � the wavelength of the light in vacuum and 
the scattering angle. The position of the Bragg peaks qhkl
relate to the crystal structure and the lattice constant g of the
crystals as qhkl= �2
 /g��h2+k2+ l2�1/2, where h ,k , l are the
Miller indices �1,2�. Using nbcc=2 /g3 the number density is
obtained. Measurements were performed in a Debye Scherrer
geometry with powder averaging by sample rotation about
the vertical axis �54�. Relative uncertainties in n are on the
order of 1–2 %.

C. Composition control

Conductivity experiments were conducted at frequencies
of �=400 Hz �electrode LR325/01 with bridge LF538,
WTW, Germany�. This frequency is low enough to measure
the dc limit of conductivity but large enough to inhibit sig-
nificant electrophoretic particle transport. The relative uncer-
tainty of an individual measurement at known n amounts to
2% with the main contribution coming from the unknown
residual ion concentration. The particle number density de-
pendence of � was observed to be strictly linear for the de-
ionized pure component suspensions. These data are well
described by the independent ion migration model of
Hessinger et al. �55�: �−�0=neZef f ,���P+�H

+ �, where e is
the elementary charge and �0 is the background conductivity
stemming from the self-dissociation of water. �P and �H+
denote the mobilities of particles and counterions. Zef f ,� de-
notes the effectively transported charge of the particles,
which is equivalent to the number of freely moving counte-
rions. Measuring n by static light scattering a calibration

curve can be established, from which the effectively trans-
ported charge is inferred for a single component system. An
extension of this model for thoroughly de-ionized binary
mixtures was given by Wette et al. �38�. The expression
reads

� − �0 = ne�pZef f ,�,S��S + �H
+ � + �1 − p�Zef f ,�,L��L + �H

+ �� .

�1�

Here, �S and �L are the small and large particle mobilities.
Both the original model and its extension have successfully
been checked for one component systems, fluid mixtures,
and solid solutions at ��0.85 to hold irrespectively of the
suspension structure, concentration, temperature and compo-
sition �38,55,56�.

Since the applicability of Eq. �1� is essential in prepara-
tion control, we show the test of this model for the present
mixture in Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�. Composition was varied in
steps of 0.1 in p, the number density was varied between n
=10 �m−3 and to n=50 �m−3 in steps of 5 �m−3. The
black arrow shows in the direction of consecutive dilution
with solvent between individual measurements. The conduc-
tivity values form a flat plane over the p-n-coordinates rep-
resenting a linear behavior in dependence on both quantities.

Figure 1�b� compares the composition dependence for
five representative n to the expectations of Eq. �1�. The
shown small residual deviations are nonaveraged. They rep-
resent the combined uncertainties in the adjustment of inter-
action parameters n, p68 and c, the residual salt concentration
of individual experiments. As can be seen the deviations are
indeed very small and show a reliable sample preparation.
Hence, within continuous de-ionization, we are able to con-
trol the number density via static light scattering and the
composition via conductivity. At the same time we can also
monitor the progress of de-ionization from the development
of conductivity in time. In fact, within a few hours the con-
ductivity drops to a stationary low value, which corresponds
to residual ionic impurities on the level of the self-
dissociation of water.

(b)(a)

FIG. 1. �Color online� a� 3D plot of the background corrected low frequency conductivity � of the binary mixture PnBAPS68/PS100B
in dependence on particle number density n and number fraction p68 of PnBAPS68. The arrow marks the direction of dilution of the system.
Every crossing point in the wire gauze of the shown conductivity surface represents a data point. �b� Fits of Eq. �1� to data for representative
number densities �dashed lines�. At all particle number densities the conductivity varies linearly with the composition and is well described
within the extension of Hessinger´s model to binary mixtures �38�.
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D. Morphology control

During conditioning the sample flows through the optical
cell and is retained in a shear molten state. When the flow is
stopped, it readily solidifies. The observable morphology re-
sults from the competition between different solidification
scenarios, depending strongly on the interaction strength and
range, which determines the “undercooling” of the shear
melt. At low undercooling, i.e., in the vicinity of the freezing
transition, the nucleation rate density is quite low and the
solidification process is dominated by crystal growth. Het-
erogeneous nucleation at the container walls competes with
homogeneous nucleation in the sample center and is domi-
nating the nucleation process. With increased undercooling
the homogeneous nucleation rate increases rapidly and at
densities well above nF heterogeneous nucleation is sup-
pressed, solidification becomes dominated by homogeneous
nucleation leading to isotropic polycrystalline solids.

Further, thin flat walled cells favors wall crystal forma-
tion, while in the case of cylindrical cells, wall crystal
growth is frustrated. Finally, the formerly applied shear ex-
erts an orienting influence on the shear melt close to the cell
walls, which leads to the formation of oriented wall crystals.
For further details on the resulting morphologies the inter-
ested reader is referred to �57,58�.

In the present paper we employ these means to obtain
different solidification scenarios and thus those sample mor-
phologies, which were most suitable for the respective ex-
periments. For instance, the phase behavior was studied in
flat flow cells of rectangular cross section, providing a suit-
able nucleation site at their walls and thus allowing to reach
equilibrated states in coexistence. It was regularly employed
for the growth velocity studies, as it provides wall crystals
with planar crystal melt interfaces �59�. On the other side,
polycrystalline material with random orientation of the
grains is a necessary pre-requisite for static light scattering
using a Debye-Scherrer technique, as well as for the deter-
mination of the shear modulus. In the latter case the presence
of �oriented� wall crystals is known to significantly influence
the results �60�. We therefore used cylindrical cells for these
latter measurements. At low n oriented wall nucleated crys-
tals as well as homogeneous nucleated crystals were ob-
served, while homogeneous nucleated polycrystalline mate-
rial prevails for n�15 �m−3.

E. Phase behavior

Microscopy is well suited to locate the melting and freez-
ing lines of our mixtures in the n-p diagram. Here the sus-
pension is investigated in flat rectangular sample cells and
shear oriented wall crystals can be prepared allowing a high
precise determination of the phase boundaries. Close to
freezing the suspension is observed between crossed polariz-
ers. Disordered regions appear black, while crystalline re-
gions appear in bright colors corresponding to those of the
polarized Bragg diffraction from the sample �61�. Close to
melting Bragg microscopy is applied �5�. The sample is illu-
minated under an angle  with respect to the optical axis of
the microscope. If  fulfils the Bragg condition the crystal-
lite appears bright, while the remaining sample appears dark.

We here use contrast inversion �59� by choosing an illumi-
nation angle slightly off the 110 reflection. This allows ex-
cellent discrimination of small volumes of remaining melt.
Identification of the crystal structure employed static light
scattering using cylindrical sample cells and by reflection
spectroscopy using large rectangular cells, where homoge-
neous nucleation in the bulk dominates the solidification. For
compounds the compositional order would be reflected by
the appearance of additional peaks at q smaller than the scat-
tering vector of the principal peak.

F. Elasticity measurements

Elasticity was measured using torsional resonance spec-
troscopy �TRS�, a nondestructive optical method. It derives
the shear modulus G from the resonance frequencies of small
amplitude torsional vibrations excited about the vertical axes
of our samples contained in cylindrical vials. A description
of the technical details has been given elsewhere �54�. This
technique was used to determine the shear elasticity and the
elasticity effective charges of the pure components �49�. For
a polycrystalline solid of body centered cubic �bcc� structure
G is connected to the pair energy of interaction at the nearest
neighbor distance V�d�,

Gbcc = f
4

9
nV�d��2d2 �2�

with the factor 4/9 accounting for a bcc structure with a
nearest neighbor distance of d=�3 /�34n. f =0.5 is an empiri-
cal factor accounting for the orientation average in a poly-
crystalline material �62–64�. The interaction between
charged spheres in a mixture at finite concentration is not
known exactly. Although first attempts have been made to
study counterion condensation in mixtures �65�, due to the
presence of many body effects the applicability of effective
Yukawa potentials has been generally questioned �66�. For
the case of substitutional alloys, Lindsay and Chaikin have
given an estimate of the composition dependence of the pair
interaction energy �12�. Here the suspension is modeled as an
effective one component suspension with a number weighted
average effective charge, calculated from the values of the
pure small and large species,

V�r� = kBT�B�p2Z̃S
2 + 2p�1 − p�Z̃SZ̃L + �1 − p�2Z̃L

2�
exp�− �r�

r

�3�

with the thermal energy kBT, the Bjerrum length �B
=e2 /4
�r�0kBT=7.2 nm in water, and

Z̃i = Zef f ,G,i
exp��ai�
1 + �ai

, �4�

where the indices i� �S ,L	 again refer to the small and large
species. The screening constant � sums over the contribu-
tions of the counterions of both species and of added elec-
trolyte of density nsalt,
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� = �4
�B�n�pZef f ,G,S + �1 − p�Zef f ,G,L� + nsalt	 . �5�

Following �28�, and using Eqs. �3�–�5� in Eq. �2� one obtains
a prediction for the number weighted average shear modulus
for a compositionally disordered, polycrystalline bcc solid.
This five parameter modeling employs two effective charges,
the particle number density, the composition, and the concen-
tration of added salt. In our case the latter parameter is zero,
while the charge parameters are assumed fixed at the values
determined in independent measurements on the pure spe-
cies. We are left with two experimentally variable parameters
n and p. For typical values of charges, the composition de-
pendence is nearly linear. This description of elasticity was
successfully applied to the results of shear modulus measure-
ments of substitutional alloys formed at large size ratio
�28,37,39�. In general, G reacts strongly to any changes of
structure or morphology �57�. Significant deviations from
Eq. �2� therefore are a sensitive check for compound forma-
tion �32,33�.

G. Crystallization kinetics

During preparation the sample is shear molten by contin-
ued cycling through the conditioning circuit. If the equilib-
rium state is solid, the sample readily solidifies after cessa-
tion of shear. For exact measurement of the crystal growth
velocity shear oriented wall crystals in rectangular cells were
prepared and studied by video microscopy in the Bragg or
polarization mode. The dependence of the growth velocity
on n and p is modeled by a Wilson-Frenkel law �WF law� for
reaction controlled growth �5,67�,

v = v�
1 − exp�−
��

kBT
� . �6�

Here �� /kBT is the dimensionless under cooling, with ��
denoting the difference in chemical potential between melt
and solid and kBT being the thermal energy. The limiting
growth velocity v� corresponds to infinite under cooling. A
simple estimate for �� was already given in the pioneering
work of Aastuen et al. �67� using the difference of the par-
ticle number density in the melt to that at the phase bound-
ary. We here follow later work of Würth et al., and use ��
=B�� with the reduced energy density difference ��

= ��-�F� /�F. �=�nV�r� with the effective number of near-
est neighbors denoted �. � refers to the melt and �F to the
coexisting fluid at freezing. The system specific proportion-
ality constant B is obtained from fits of the WF law to ex-
perimental velocity data plotted versus ��. This description
accounts for changes of the interaction potential through
variations in the interaction parameters n, c, and Z�. Using
Eq. �4� for V�r� it is readily extended to binary mixtures of
compositional disorder. The approach performs well for
single component systems �59� as well as for binary mixtures
as long as the limiting velocity shows a linear variation with
composition �68�.

In the present study we measured the extension of wall
nucleated crystals at different times after cessation of shear
in the pumping circuit. Growth velocities were inferred as
slopes in plots of the measured extension versus elapsed

time. Growth was studied at p68� �0.0;0.20;0.50;0.75;1.0	
in dependence on n. Above coexistence growth was linear in
time for all samples. For each set of parameters five to ten
individual measurements were averaged. Depending on p
measurements of the growth velocity could here be per-
formed for densities up to 10–20 �m−3. Above homoge-
neous nucleation interfered too strongly.

The homogeneous nucleation kinetics in the bulk were
inferred from static light scattering data on solidified samples
at elevated n detecting the scattering signal from the sample
center using cylindrical cells. The full width at half height of
the Bragg peaks �q is related to the average size of the
crystallites as L=2
K /�q, where K is the Scherrer constant
for crystallites modeled as cubes of side length L �69�. For
each number density and composition investigated the aver-
age of five individual measurements was taken. Relative un-
certainties in L are below 20% for crystallite sizes below
50 �m corresponding to number densities n�20 �m−3. At
smaller densities crystallite sizes were too large for good
statistics.

The average crystallite size is governed by the competi-
tion between crystal growth and crystal nucleation during the
solidification process. This is quantitatively modeled in Avra-
mi´s model of solidification �70�, relating the stationary ho-
mogeneous nucleation rate density J to the stationary crystal
growth velocity v and the crystallite density �=L−3 by J
=1.158v�4/3. Working at n�nF, v is approximated by v�.
Nucleation rate densities estimated this way carry an uncer-
tainty of about a factor of two.

III. RESULTS

A. Phase behavior and morphology

The melting and freezing lines of our mixture are shown
in Fig. 2. Interestingly for all mixtures the freezing particle
number densities are below the straight connection between
the pure components. With increasing p a general increase of
nF is observed, which is nonmonotonous: between p=0.1
and p=0.3 a rather sharp feature is observed where nF is
significantly lowered. The melting line runs approximately
parallel to the freezing line giving a coexistence region of
nearly constant width above p=0.1. At p�=0.2 the freezing
density nF�p��=2.7 �m−3 and the melting density nM�p��
=3.1 �m−3 is even below the freezing densities of both pure
components nF,100=3.8 �m−3 and nF,68=6.2 �m−3.

Exemplary static light scattering patterns are shown in
Fig. 3 for different compositions n=30 �m−3. The principal
peaks can be attributed to a bcc structure for all investigated
samples. Particular care was given to record also the low q
regions. However, no prepeaks are observed and thus no
long-ranged compound or superstructure formation is dis-
cernible. One may consider phase segregation in the used
mixture. If the colloidal polycrystal would consist of crystal
grains only made of particles PnBAPS68 or PS100B, the
melting number density of this material would be higher than
the straight connection between the melting number densities
of the pure components. In the melt the particles would have
to be mixed again due to entropic reasons and the energy
costs of this mixing process would increase the melting
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point. We therefore observe substitutionally ordered bcc
crystals.

For n�20 �m−3 the full width at half height �q of the
�110	-peak in static light scattering could be evaluated for the
average crystallite size L of homogeneously nucleated bulk
crystals. Results are displayed in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�. Al-
though in all cases polycrystalline bcc solids are formed, a
complex development of the average grain size is observed
in dependence on n and p. At low n a shallow minimum in
the crystallite size is seen with the smallest crystallites found
between p=0.1 and p=0.5. Beginning at n=25 �m−3 a
maximum appears at p�0.2 which becomes more pro-
nounced with increased n. This is highlighted in Fig. 4�b�,
where we plot L as a function of p for five selected number
densities.

B. Elasticity

In Fig. 5�a� we show a three-dimensional �3D� represen-
tation of shear moduli as a function of p and n. At constant p
G increases with n. At constant n the values at p=0 are larger
than at p=1 due to the larger particle interaction of the
PS100B particles. The decrease between these values is non-
monotonous, with a maximum appearing at larger n for p
=0.2–0.3. This is highlighted in Fig. 5�b� where we compare
the experimental composition dependence to the expectation
for a random orientation polycrystalline bcc substitutional
alloy for five representative n. Within experimental error the
model describes the data at lower n. Deviation toward larger
than expected values become significant for 0.1� p68�0.4
and n�30 �m−3. The maximum deviations are on the order
of 10%.

The deviations observed are much smaller than expected
for complete demixing or compound formation �29,32�.
Moderate deviations have previously observed in a single
component system at very large n �71�. That sample showed
an increase of grain boundary material as the crystallite size
vanished with increased n. As the overall amorphous state
was reached, the orientational averaging factor was close to
the value expected for homogeneously distributed stress of
f =0.6. A slight increase of G above the expectations was
also seen in a binary mixture at �=�=0.9 and n
=20 �m−3 �39�. The increase was roughly symmetric with
respect to p=0.5, while the crystallite size showed no depen-
dence on p. It was attributed to the occurrence of strain due
to the misfit of the added minority component. For complete-
ness we note that alternative to structural explanations, the
deviations could in principle also indicate an increased effec-
tive interaction. The origin of the observed anomaly there-
fore remains unresolved.

C. Growth velocities

Between freezing and melting the coexisting fluid and
crystal densities have to be adjusted by a diffusion process.
Therefore we expect a transport limited growth with the

FIG. 2. �Color online� Phase diagram of the PnBAPS68/PS100B
mixture as obtained from microscopy in the n-p plane. Shown are
the freezing line �down triangles� and the melting line �up tri-
angles�. The residual uncertainty in n and in p68 is of symbol size.
At a composition of p��0.2 the solid-fluid phase transition is
shifted to significantly smaller particle number densities revealing
an enhanced crystal stability.

(b)(a)

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Bragg scattering patterns from static light scattering on homogeneous nucleated powder samples. Data were
taken for mixtures of fixed number density n=30 �m−3 and varied composition as indicated. In all cases a bcc structure is observed with no
indications of compound formation at this n. �b� Additional scattering patterns depending on the wavelength of selected mixtures taken with
reflection spectroscopy confirming that the mixtures do crystallize in a bcc structure.
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crystal extension increasing with the square root of time.
Above coexistence the melt and the evolving solid have the
same particle number density. In the absence of segregation
processes, growth should therefore be reaction controlled. In
Fig. 6�a� we show a double logarithmic plot of the growth
curves of heterogeneous nucleated wall crystals obtained for
the mixture at p68=0.2. The three right curves taken at coex-
istence indeed show a power law increase with an exponent
of 1/2. The apparent deviation from linear growth at short
times for n=3.5 �m−3 relates to the fact that the crystal
growth starts from a shear induced layer of finite thickness
�57�. The curve for n=8.67 �m−3 shows an early cessation
of growth upon intersection with bulk nucleated crystals.
Otherwise, all curves taken above coexistence for this and all
other compositions show a strictly linear, reaction controlled
growth.

For the growth curves taken at coexistence we obtain the
initial growth velocity from a fit to the first data points in a
linear plot. For all other curves linear fits to the complete
data set were used. The resulting growth velocities are dis-
played in Fig. 6�b�. Across coexistence the initial growth
velocities remain small. Above coexistence all samples show

a pronounced increase of growth velocities with increasing n
and a saturation at large n. The solid lines represent fits of
the Wilson Frenkel growth law of Eq. �6�. In all cases the n
dependence is well fitted by the theoretical expectation for
reaction controlled growth.

Figure 6�c� shows the composition dependence of the ve-
locities for selected number densities. These data were taken
from the fits in Fig. 6�b�. An interesting behavior is observed.
At low number densities a clear maximum is observed at p
=0.2. This composition corresponds to the minimum of the
freezing density. At fixed n the dimensionless under cooling
�� is largest for this composition. The increased velocity
therefore reflects the shape of the phase boundary. At larger
densities, however, and in particular for the limiting densities
one notices that the maximum still remains, while the values
at n=0.5 and n=0.75 are below a straight line connecting the
pure component values. A decreased limiting velocity has
recently been observed in a mixture of size ratio �=0.64
�72�. It there was attributed to a decreased interfacial thick-
ness caused by a disturbed interfacial layering in the case of
mixtures. On the other side the local maximum in the limit-
ing growth velocity is unexpected, except one assumes a

(b)(a)

FIG. 4. �a� 3D plot of the average crystallite size as a function of n and p. The arrow marks the direction of dilution of the system. Every
crossing point in the wire gauze of the shown surface represents a data point. �b� Composition dependent data for five representative number
densities as indicated. Error bars denote the statistical uncertainty. With increased particle concentration the shallow and broad minimum
around p�0.2 in crystallite size turns to a narrower maximum.

(b)(a)

FIG. 5. �a� 3D plot of the shear modulus G as a function of n and p of PnBAPS68. The arrow marks the direction of dilution of the
system. Every crossing point in the wire gauze of the shown conductivity surface represents a data point. �b� Comparison of experimental
data for representative number densities to expectations based on the model for random orientation polycrystalline substitutional alloys fitted
to the pure component data �dashed lines�. Deviations to larger than expected values are seen on the PS100B rich side at larger n.
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widened interface at this particular composition, possibly
combined with an enhanced preordering in the adjacent melt.

Figure 6�d� shows the values of the conversion factors B
obtained from the Wilson Frenkel fits. Most values are on the
order of 2, the value for pure PnBAPS68 is somewhat lower
but B�p��=0.82 only. Compared to other p, the limiting ve-
locity is approached much slower with increased n for this
composition. On the other side at a given large n the chemi-
cal potential difference between melt and solid or the dimen-
sionless under cooling is much smaller for p� than for the
other compositions. Playing with Eq. �3� shows that the in-
teraction strength does not vary much as a function of com-
position. However, the reduced B value may be rationalized,
if we assume the melt structure to be much closer to that of
the formed solid than for the other compositions. Then for
both phases the chemical potential remains more similar.

D. Nucleation kinetics

Finally, using Avrami´s model of solidification, we com-
bine the average crystallite size obtained from static light
scattering with the limiting velocities from microscopy to
obtain the average nucleation rate density J.

Figure 7�a� shows the composition dependence of the
nucleation rate density, which also displays an anomalous

behavior at a composition of p�=0.2. At the lowest n
=20 �m−3 the rate density is the largest one while it is the
smallest at the highest investigated n=50 �m−3. In Fig. 7�b�
we show the results in dependence on n for compositions of
p� �0;0.2;0.5;0.75;1	. In all cases a steep but slowing in-
crease of J over about two orders of magnitude with n in-
creasing from 20 to 50 �m−3 is observed. The mixture at
p�=0.2 deviates from the others showing the smallest in-
crease, crossing all other curves.

A strong but sublinear increase of the nucleation rate den-
sity in a semilogarithmic plot of J versus n has already been
observed in several single component systems �39,73� and in
a mixture at p=0.5 �39�. For the case pure PnBAPS68 it was
quantitatively interpreted in the framework of classical
nucleation theory �CNT� �73�. CNT suggests that nucleation
is an activated process of rate density J�n , p�=J0�n , p�exp�
−�G��n , p� /kBT� where J0�n , p� is a kinetic prefactor and
�G��n , p�= �16
 /3���n , p�3 / �n���n , p��2 is the barrier
height for nucleation. Both the surface tension ��n , p� and
the under cooling ���n , p� depend on the particle number
density n and the composition p �27,72,74�.

Taking ���n , p� from the growth measurements �Fig.
8�a�� we may check for ��n , p� by plotting for each p the
natural logarithm of the measured J versus 1 / �n���2 �73�.
The under cooling is given as ��=B��. At very low n close

(b)(a)

(c) (d)

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� double logarithmic plot of wall crystal growth curves at p=0.2 and different n. From left to right: n
=8.7 �m−3; n=3.5 �m−3; n=3.2 �m−3; n=3.0 �m−3; and n=2.95 �m−3. The solid lines are guide to the eyes showing power laws of t1

�left and middle� and t1/2 �right�. �b� Growth velocities for different p as indicated and as a function of n. Solid lines are fits of Eq. �6� using
Würth´s estimate for ��. �c� Growth velocities as a function of composition p, taken from the fits shown in �b� for different n as indicated.
The open squares denote the limiting velocity. �d� Conversion factor B as taken from the fits in �b� as a function of composition p.
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to the phase boundary the chemical potential difference is
dominated by the composition dependence of the relative
distances to the phase boundary �n-nF�p�� /nF�p�. With in-
creasing n this factor loses importance and for sufficiently
large n the chemical potential difference is approximately
���p��n B�p�. This applies to the concentration range the
nucleation rate densities were determined. An estimate of the
density and composition dependence of ��n , p� may be ob-
tained from Fig. 8�b�. At each point of the curves the local
slope is proportional to �3. Clearly all curves are steep at

large under cooling �large n� indicating a large and nearly
composition independent surface tension. Hence within
CNT, for all compositions the slowing increase of the nucle-
ation rate density with n can be assigned to an increased
surface tension �73�. Only at small under cooling �lower n� a
composition dependence is evident. In particular the curve
for p�=0.2 shows a significantly lower slope corresponding
to a lower surface tension for that composition. This points
to a structural similarity between crystal and melt phase at
low n.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 7. �Color online� �a� Composition dependence of the ho-
mogeneous nucleation rate densities for representative number den-
sities. �b� Nucleation rate densities J in dependence on particle
number density n and number fraction p. Data were determined
from the average crystallite sizes �Fig. 3� and the limiting growth
velocities �Fig. 6�c�� using the Avrami model. The lines are guides
to the eyes.

(b)

(a)

FIG. 8. �Color online� �a� Chemical potential difference between
melt and solid as function of particle number density for different
compositions as indicated. �b� Natural logarithm of the measured
nucleation rate densities is plotted versus �n���−2 for different
compositions as indicated. This allows for a qualitative estimate for
the density and composition dependence of the surface tension �.
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IV. DISCUSSION

It is instructive to first summarize our experimental obser-
vations. For a de-ionized colloidal charged sphere mixture of
�=0.68 and ��1 we observed a pronounced stability of the
crystal phase at a composition of p=0.1–0.3 with a rather
sharp peak at p�=0.2. Structure analysis gave no evidence of
compound formation. We applied a highly reproducible
sample conditioning technique with control of de-ionization,
composition, and density by combined light scattering and
conductivity experiments. By this we were able to restrict the
preparational uncertainties sufficiently to facilitate system-
atic measurements of several properties in the crystalline
phase at identical conditions and compare these to expecta-
tions based on a simple theoretical model. We observed cor-
related deviations in the crystallite size, the elasticity, the
growth velocity, the n dependence of the under cooling and
the nucleation rate density, which are small in magnitude but
significant within the remaining experimental uncertainty.

It is interesting to contrast our findings on the phase be-
havior to those made on other systems. First, our results
differ from previous observations on and calculations for bi-
nary colloidal mixtures, as here for the first time at a certain
composition the crystal stability is enhanced, even above that
observed for the pure components. The underlying reason for
the enhanced stability of the crystalline phase at p�=0.2 is
not known in detail. It is, however, striking that no stability
maximum was observed in other mixtures, where ����1
�34,36� while it is observed here, where ����1.

Second, in the context of atomic phase diagrams a locally
enhanced stability about a p corresponding to a stoichio-
metric compound is rather common and in particular for
strongly covalent interactions the compound often displays
the global stability maximum �75�. Directed interactions as
well as favorable geometrical packing have been discussed
as underlying reasons �42�. Also in hard sphere colloids,
compound formation due to favorable packing is frequent
and may lead to a stability maximum, if the interactions are
nonadditive �25�.

In the present charged sphere mixture, compound forma-
tion �e.g., of bcc Fe3Al type �76�� can be excluded as origin
of the stability maximum from the structural analysis at n
=30 �m−3. In a way, its absence may even be expected.
Okubo had suggested to use an effective size ratio, where the
sphere radii are replaced by effective radii aef f =a+�−1 �31�.
In our case aef f ,S=217 nm and aef f ,L=244 nm, yielding
�ef f =0.89. This should be compared to recent Monte Carlo
simulations on binary hard spheres, where at �=0.92 at p
=0.23 a �lower� azeotrope with substitutionally ordered crys-
tals in the solid was observed �25�. Combined with previous
observations �31–33� our findings suggest that compounds
form in colloidal systems only for sufficiently short-ranged
repulsions and low size ratios. At long-ranged repulsions the
resulting packing advantages are too weak to govern compo-
sitional order and substitutional alloys are formed.

Third, in atomic and molecular systems also upper azeo-
tropes present stability maxima, but these are less frequent
than compounds. They occasionally occur as local maxima,
e.g., in �-AlMg or bcc AgMg or as global maxima, e.g., in
AlMn �75�. For hard sphere systems upper azeotropes have

neither been predicted nor observed. An upper azeotrope is
usually discussed in terms of miscibility. At the azeotropic
composition p� the miscibility of the system should be larger
in the crystalline phase than in the corresponding melt. It is,
however, not immediately obvious, how to apply and quan-
tify this concept in the present case.

We observed that at p� the chemical potential of the crys-
tal phase and the corresponding melt equal at lower n than
for other compositions. At the same time this is coupled to a
lowered conversion factor B, which implies a more similar n
dependence of the chemical potential for both phases above
nF than for the adjacent compositions and thus a smaller
slope of the chemical potential versus n. In addition, the
limiting velocity at p� is increased, while the surface tension
between melt and solid ��p�� is considerably lower. Together
this possibly indicates a structure for the fluid and the melt
which at p� is closer to that of the corresponding solid than
for the other compositions. It would therefore be particularly
interesting to study the melt structure in comparison to that
of the solid �77�. This will allow to check our suggestion and
possibly access a microscopic foundation of our observa-
tions.

Alternatively to structural arguments, one may consider
possible changes in the interactions between large and small
spheres. Starting from earlier observations on mixtures at
large size and charge ratio, we here have assumed that the
interactions also for the present mixture are well approxi-
mated using number weighted averages. If, for some reason
�e.g., connected to many body terms in the effective interac-
tion�, at p� the repulsion would be less screened or shielded,
a decreased freezing density would be the immediate conse-
quence. Refined knowledge of the effective interaction po-
tential in de-ionized charged sphere mixtures is therefore ea-
gerly awaited. First steps in that direction have been taken
�65,66�, future studies might also consider mixtures of low �
and large �.

Finally, the enhanced crystal stability is also correlated
with some peculiarities observed in the solidification kinet-
ics. At low n both v and J show maximum values at about
p�. The growth velocity gets independent of n for large par-
ticle densities and shows a local maximum at p�. The nucle-
ation rate density, however continues to increase with n. The
composition dependence of J is dominated by the composi-
tion dependence of the barrier height for nucleation, which is
the smallest at p�. This was here shown for a particular mix-
ture showing an specific type of phase diagram. It may, how-
ever bear some more general implication also for other types
of phase diagrams. It would for instance be interesting to
apply the same analysis to the composition dependence of
solidification in a eutectic mixture. One may argue that our
results at this point depend on the applicability and correct-
ness of CNT which still lacks a rigorous theoretical connec-
tion between realistic microscopic mechanisms and macro-
scopic thermodynamic quantities �27,73�. Staying qualitative
however, CNT offers the advantage, that the only assump-
tions involved are the existence of an attempt frequency and
of an activated process.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the phase behavior and crystallization
kinetics of a binary charged sphere mixture under conditions
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of very long-ranged repulsions. In particular we investigated
two particle species of moderately different size but very
similar effective charge. The present study added a previ-
ously unobserved type of phase diagram to the richness of
colloidal phase behavior: an upper azeotrope. By careful ad-
justment and control of the system parameters small but sig-
nificant correlations between several properties of the mix-
tures were detected. In particular, we provide a first database
for the combined composition and density dependence of
crystallization kinetics in a mixture with small charge ratio
and large size ratio. The amount and quality of gathered data
allowed a systematic comparison to other system classes as
well as a discussion of possible underlying reasons for the
observed enhanced crystal stability and the superior miscibil-
ity in the crystalline phase. A number of future experiments
were suggested. In addition, however, we hope to have at-

tracted further theoretical attention to the effective interac-
tions, the phase behavior and the phase transition kinetics of
binary charged sphere mixtures.
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